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Attorney's for Jillian Koch File Fraudulent Document in Federal
Court in Dismissal Attempt

The Attorney for Town of Little Valley, New York Court Clerk Jillian Koch who is also employed by the
state as a county court clerk filed a fraudulent document in a federal court case that is holding Koch
accountable for her criminal conduct where she illegally edited out the audio transcribe file and violated
the criminal procedure law concerning a CPL 730 motion. This shows you how worried they are about the
case. A CPL 730 motion is a motion that claims a person is incapable of defending themselves or
assisting their attorney.
They have to file a fraudulent document in order to cover up their crimes. Below you will see the victims
FOIL request dated and sent on May 16, 2017, for the dates between April 1st, 2015 to May 31st, 2016 for
any and all communications from "...to and from any and all County of Cattaraugus and Town of Little
Valley Court, its employees and/or agents and/or servants" to the Office of Mental Health and their
response which shows that they never received a thing on the victim concerning the bogus CPL
730 proceeding that William Preston Marshall demanded. Marshall you may recall never filed an oath of
office. By him failed to file he legally lost his authority to act as a assistant district attorney and all his
cases must be vacated. What Jillian did was send the final order that committed their victim for
observation to the director of community services for Cattaraugus county, which by law she had to
transmit it directly to the the commissioner of mental health. It never occurred.
Section 111.4 Commitment to custody of Commissioner of Mental Health (b): The court shall forward to
the Commissioner of Mental Health the order committing the defendant to his custody together
with a copy of the examination reports, a copy of the accusatory instrument and, if available, a
copy of the presentence report....
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response from the Office of Mental Health dated May 30, 2017 came back "After a diligent
search, we were unable to locate records responsive to your request." NOTHING.
and guess what happens....
...why a "CPL DESIGNATION NOTIFICATION" from the Office of Mental Health appears in the pleading of
Jillian Koch. The date on the letter is April 8, 2017. So lets just say the process which led to the order was
legal. BY violating the law this allowed local deep state to manipulate the time of the victims arrival
to Elmira. The victim was held another four days in the county jail which by law you once a designation is
made they are to be moved to a OMH facility. Once he was sent to Elmira he was released within 24
hours. The victim was kidnapped on April 6, 2017 and held until April 12, 2107, one day before he was
required to appear at a DMV refusal re-hearing. They were setting it up so he would miss the hearing and
lose his license. The victim saw this coming and planned for it. If he was grabbed he would have someone
alert the DMV that he could not attend. The DMV was alerted, the hearing was changed and the victim
won the Appeal/hearing de-novo which basically proved that the victim was more then capable of
defending himself or assisting his attorney.
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